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I. (EXLRClSE 	hai'lv each niorning 31-year old Chic ljiiai s t a r t s 

off her day with a series of exercises and a brisk morning 

run. 	''In my work, 	she s ays, "it's important to h e in top 

shape all the time. Most days are fairly routine, but I never 

know win 	;.eti ' 
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3. (STABLES) 	When the work day actually begirs, Chic's first 

task is to carefully turn hay, clean the stables and make 

certain her horse is well-fed. Several times each week she 

takes up hose and brush to give her mount a tkorough bath. 

3. (RIDiNG) 	As one of Tokyo's sinai I number of mounted police- 

women, Chic puts in several hours of riding practice every week. 

Partly this is to keep herself in top riding form, but even more 

important to insure that her horse is trained to follow commands 

instantly and precisely. 

After practice it's time to go to work and Chic dons her smart 

official uniform and mounts up for patrol duty with her partner, 

34-year-old Kimiko Asori. 
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J. (SIRPUT SCliNLS) 	The peiniarv duty a I the II1(u]Itcd polcewoinen 

s to assist traffic control at major intersections such as 

this pedcstrian crossing in front of the Imperial Palace. 

''hor a number of reasons .1 hel ieve we have a very favorable 

influence on traffic safety ," Chic comments. 	"Naturally the 

presence of police officers insures that every one is a little 

more careful about obeying traffic regulations. 	And, unlike 

loot patrols, we are a lot more visible to pedestrians and 

drivers so it is rarefor someone not to realize we are there." 

Another important factor is that our horses mnke excel leu 

'observation posts'. 	We are high above most traffic, so tHit 

we can get a good idea of the tra ffic flow and prevent over-

crowdi iig be fore it starts." 

Many of the passe is -by at Chic ' s post are children , who invariably 

are del ighted at the sight of the mounted policewomen. 	"One 

of the best parts of the job is when we go to exhibitions. 

Then we are able to lift children up and give them a ' ride' 

for a few seconds . That ' s fun for them, fun for us , and we 

hope something the' '11 remember even as adults, possibly making 

t hem more res pons i ye to the riced for traffic so lety 
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• (hxILRIOR) 	The coffee shop 'Pap in' ii the town of Kurashik I 

is unusual not for its menu but for its appearance. 	Papin' 

is upside -down! 

.\ landmark in the local area, Papin has an ext errial appearance 

more than matched by its internal decor. 



Not everything inside Papin is upside-down - - 	which would 

pose quite a problem when it comes to tables and charis. 

But enough of the interior appears topsy- turvy to make even 

an acrobat think twice. 

• ( FURNiShINGS : 	PEOPLU) 	Glasses and cups used at the shop 

don't actually defy gravity, though they,  frecluent  ly appear to. 

Waitresses at Papin, accustomes to the skewed decor, navigate 

with relative ease. But customers , despite the fact that the 

floors are perfectly level, are often dizzied by the interior 

and have trouble keeping their balance. 

Papin has attracted visitors from all over Japan, particularly 

chi ]dren - - - who love to draw and paint pictures of the strange 

shop. 

3. (CUSTOMERS) As far as the operators of Papin know, this 

coffee shop is the first in the world to adopt such an unusual 

distinctive approach to decor. But if its popu1arty continues 

to grow, people all over the world may soon find themselves 

ups i do - clown now :nci then 
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1. (IiXTCR1OR: 	RUFUSE ARRIECS) 	"Stardust 1 80" is an amb it ions 

pilot proj ect by Japan's Mini stry of Tnternati onal Trade and 

Industry to advance the pract ice of recycling materials. 

Located in Yokoharria , the plant processes up to 100 tons of 

municipal refuse each day, rccvcl log it in eminently useful 

ways. 



Refuse arrives at the plant and IS dumped into an automat i c 

classifying system, which separates various uiaterhils for its 
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2 	LOhIRL Ildijil 	t a ccii t ra I con I ic 	room , so cRc Is noii I to r 

each step in the recyci ing process. Fully automated machinery 

divides refuse acceed me, to three :'oiier categories through a 

C. 	iif]lolH; ::IJ:;IH 	e:JS 	in one c,iacir: 	is 

subdivided for either metal recovery or conversion into 

\ second category is processed into high-yield compost for 

agricultural use. The fourth major product is reFined paper 

pu 1 p 	IN Ji i ch i s made i n to n i the r n (ThS p r i n t or t i i o t t i s sue 

• (PAPER 	Mht ar d us t 	0' turns out approximately 23 tons of 

refined pulp each day, the equivalent of 55,003 newspapers or 

about 46,000 rolls of toilet tissue. 

These paper products and the niateri al s yi ci dcci by the other 

categories are all then recycled back into the economy. 

This not only makes a major contribution to rcources conser-

vation, hut also hc!ps to cut the cost of municipal collection 

and disposal of refuse. 

the success which has been achieved with this pilot "Stardust '80" 

proj ect is expected to lead to huge advances in material recycl ing 

systems in the years to come 
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1. (BRUSHES) 	The brush is one OF the most vital tools of the 

artist. Only the Finest quality brushes can truly show off the 

talent of an artist to best advantage. 



Eor inure than 55 years, 7O car - old Sb I ro Shidori of the small 

city of Narashino not far from Tokyo has beer making brushes 

for use in various artistic techniques, including calligraphy, 

mdi a Ink painting and many other Forms. 	1]c is today recognized 

as one of the finest brush makcr io Japan. 

2. (IIILOCRAPIL) 	This i doograph roads 	lude' - - nioan ing brush. 

Such masterly execution of calligraphy is only possible when 

a brush with equally superb characteristics is employed. 

One of Shidori's most exacting tasks is the separation of various 

qualities of hair, for use in various types and qualities 

brushes 

Virtually any type of hair can be used to ma!< e a brush: 	s 

badger, horse, deer, even human hair. 	But di F Ierent types 	ic 

best used for di fferent techniques: and Shidc ri is a mastc r 

selecting just the proper type and quality of hair for use 

any specific brush. Among his important criteria for classi 

cation are length, stiffness and ability to absorb ink. 

lie carefully sorts through various types of air to guarantee 

t lie qua 1 i tv of his finished 1) rushes. 

5.SORI'iNG hAIR) 	Each di fierent type of hair is sorted according 

to a grading system. Naturally, the finest Lair is used to make 

the finest, and most expensive , brushes. 	Slildori makes brushes 

of all sizes; from tiny OflCS only a inilimeter in diameter to 

gigantic ones 	3 centiineto rs across and with handles 2.5 meters 

long. 

In making a single brush, Shhlori begins wi.tl -  From two to three 

times the amount of hair actually to be used and gradually 

pares it down by eve and touch until he has i tist the perfect. 

comhinaton of quantity and qua litv. 
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4. (TOOLS) his primary tools are various scizzors and combs 

along with his own expert judgernent and decades of experience, 

as he begins to forra the ha jr into the actual pattern of b rush 

being made. 

S. (TRIMMING { SNAP I Nb hAl R) The compos it ion of the brush is 

vital to excellence. Extremely fine hairs form the core of 

greatest length, surrounding them come hairs of progressively 

coarser quality and shorter length, with very stifF hair being 

used as an outs ide 'covering' 

Shidori spreads the hair out and re Folds it many times over 

to iriakc certain the brush will have just the proper composition 

For use in the art form in which it will he enployed. Slowly 

cutting and trimming, he shapes the brush untl perfectly 

salisfied with its appearance and feel. 

Then Siridori starts the slow, laborious process of blocking the 

hair and making a tentative lit to the proper holder. His 

concentration in this stage of brush-making is intense, as again 

and again he reforms the brush, checking and rechecking the 

composition and feel. 

h. (ILS'l' IN U) 	Finally he is ready to test the brush himself 

but never with ink, lie uses water and a special paper to 

examine the writing characteri stics or drawing abi lities of 

each brush, in order to be able to guarantee his clients of 

only the hi ghes t qua I it . 

7. (FIllING hOLDERS) 	After the brush has successfully passed 

this test, Shidori beg ins to ready it for completion. 

hindings are made and tied down tightly, to keep the hairs 

positioned perfectly. Then, the base ends are fused together 

by a hot knife, to make a F in, collesive end. 
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Lxpertly -crafted holders are selected, and each brush is 

carefully mated to just the right holder. Shidori makes 

various types of both loose and pointed brushes, accordin 	a 

the demands of his clients 

hecause of his recognized expertise, he has a clientele 

including many of the nations finest artists in various fields. 

But all of them, even the most famous, have to wait a minimum 

of three to four months for an order to he filled, because of 

the great demand for the expert work of master brush-maker 
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